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B-'+)R>(%2F!K,<*)!]%(<)!O'*+/'C<+',1!^%E!$/,&!I__P!+,!"55`Y?!"5I"?!D,/F'10!E%E)/A!
4I!G(+)/1%+'.)!&)%*</)*!,$!*2%()!)$$)2+!%/)!2,1*'3)/)3!%*!D)((?!*<2-!%*!E,E<(%+',1?!+,+%(!(%13!%/)%!,/!
,1(:!E/'.%+)!(%13!%/)%A!U,/),.)/?!+D,!&)+-,3*!$,/!3)0/))!,$!</C%1'S%+',1!%/)!E/,E,*)3?!/%+',!,$!
</C%1!E,E<(%+',1!%13!/%+',!,$!</C%1!(%13*A!Z%+)/!;!D'((!(,,F!%+!D-)+-)/!,</!)*+'&%+)!'*!/,C<*+!+,!
*E)2'$'2%+',1*!2,1+/,(('10!$,/!3'$$)/)1+!&)%*</)*!%**,2'%+)3!+-)!E,E<(%+',1!%13!(%13!%/)%A!

!
!

"#!

$%$ &'()(*+,-.'!*(/+0!
1,! 2.-3,4! 5+! 67708! 9:;! -+<-+33.()! ,(! '()3./+-! ,=+! -+06,.()3=.7! >+,5++)! 065! 76336<+! 6)/!
+?706)6,(-8!@6-.6>0+3!(2!.),+-+3,3%!A=+)4!>+'6B3+!,=+!/+7+)/+),!'=(.'+3!.)!(B-!-+<-+33.()3!
6-+! /.3'-+,+4! 6! 3.*70+! C-(>.,! *(/+0! .3! /+@+0(7+/! 2(-! ,=+! >.)6-8! (B,'(*+3! -+<-+33.()!
:1D&E1FA%!!
$%$%G

H)3,-B*+),60I@6-.6>0+!677-(6'=!

1)!.*7(-,6),!37+'.2.'6,.()!.33B+!5.,=!-+37+',!,(!(B-!>63.'!9:;!(-!3.*70+!C-(>.,!-+<-+33.()!
6-.3+3! 2-(*! ,=+! 7(,+),.60! +)/(<+)+.,8! 7-(>0+*%! 13! /.3'B33+/! .)! 3+',.()! $%J%"4! /B-.)<! ,=+!
,5(I8+6-!5.)/(5!62,+-!,=+!!"#$!/+'.3.()!*(3,!3,6,+3!+?7+-.+)'+/!6)!.)'-+63+!.)!6<<-+<6,+!
,6K.)<!)B*>+-3!6)/!'()3./+-+/!-+3,-.',.)<!+*.)+),!/(*6.)!7(5+-%!LB,!,=+!,.*.)<!.33B+!.3!
)(,!'()'+-)+/!3+-.(B3084!3(!5+!'6))(,!'(*70+,+08!.3(06,+!,=+!+22+',!(2!!"#$!/+'.3.()!()!0('60!
<(@+-)*+),3M! ,6K.)<! >+=6@.(-3%! H)! 6//.,.()4! 7-(7+-,8! (5)+-3! '6-+! 6>(B,! =(5! ,=+! !"#$!
/+'.3.()!'=6)<+/!,=+!,6K.)<!76,,+-)%&H2!3,6,+!0+<.306,(-3!'=((3+!,(!-+3,-.',!0('60!<(@+-)*+),M3!
,6K.)<!7(5+-!,(!-+37()/!3(0+08!,(!,=+!.)'-+63+!.)!)B*>+-!(2!,6K.)<!'63+3!/B-.)<!,=+!7+-.(/4!
(-!.2!5+!3.*708!.)'0B/+!,=+!,6K.)<!=.3,(-8!.)!(B-!-+<-+33.()$"4!)+.,=+-!*(/+0!'6)!./+),.28!,=+!
.*76',!(2!!"#$!/+'.3.()!()!,=+!,6K.)<!76,,+-)4!6)/!,=+!+3,.*6,+!5.00!>+!>.63+/%!A(!2.?!,=+3+!
7-(>0+*34!H!'()3./+-!6!C-(>.,!*(/+0!5.,=!+)/(<+)(B3!'(@6-.6,+3!,(!'(--+',$J%!H!B3+!7+-I8+6-!
,6K.)<3!(2!600!7B-7(3+3!2(-!GNNOI"PP"!63!6)!.)3,-B*+),!,(!+3,.*6,+!,=+!B)/+-08.)<!/+*6)/!
2(-! 7(3,I!"#$! ,6K.)<! 2(-! 7-.@6,+! B3+4! 6)/! ,=+)! ,=+! +22+',! (2! !"#$! /+'.3.()! 5(B0/! >+! >+,,+-!
'67,B-+/%!A=+!2.-3,I3,6<+!+QB6,.()!'6)!>+!+?7-+33+/!63R!
!"#!"!#! ! !! ! !! !"#!"#$!""! ! ! !! !! ! !! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

$"!H!'=+'K!,=.3!-+<-+33.()!>8!.)'0B/.)<!,6K.)<!=.3,(-8!63!6!'(),-(04!6)/!()08!,=+!0.)+6-!*(/+0!<.@+3!
3(*+!.)2(-*6,.()%!
$J!;++!177+)/.?!GS!2(-!*(-+!-+63()3!,(!B3+!,=.3!+3,.*6,.()!*+,=(/%!

!
!

"#!

$%&'()&*%! +,! &-'%! *./)&'+0! 1)0! 2*! '0&*343*&*5! )%! &*66'07! /%! &-*! 5',,*3*01*! 2*&8**0!
%&)&*%! 8'&-! )05! 8'&-+/&! %&3+07! 3*6')01*! +0! *('0*0&! 5+()'09! :+(*! %&)&*%! 5+! 0+&! -);*! )!
-'%&+3<! +,! &)='07%>! 8-'6*! ,+3! +&-*3%! *('0*0&! 5+()'0! 2*1)(*! )0! '(4+3&)0&! &++6! ,+3! 6+1)6!
7+;*30(*0&9! ?-'%! '0%&3/(*0&! 8'66! 2*! ;)6'5! ',! '&! 3*,6*1&%! &-)&! *)1-! %&)&*@%! &)='07! -'%&+3<! '%!
(+3*! 6'=*6<! '0! 43+4*3&<! +80*3%@! ('05%! &+! '0,6/*01*! &-*'3! *A4*1&)&'+0%9! B+3*! '(4+3&)0&6<>!
/%'07!&)='07%!,+3!)66!4/34+%*%!2*&8**0CDD#!)05!"EE"!3*;*)6%!-+8!&-'%!3*6')01*!*A4)05%!&+!
43';)&*!/%*!2*1)/%*!+,!!"#$F!8-'6*!/%'07!&)='07!G/%&!,+3!43';)&*!/%*!)%!'0%&3/(*0&!('7-&!+06<!
%/77*%&! &-*! &'(*! &3*059! H! )6%+! '016/5*! IJK! ILMN?O! LP?$! )%! )55'&'+0)6! '0%&3/(*0&! &+!
*A)('0*! ',! *1+0+('1! 1-)3)1&*3'%&'1%! ),,*1&! &)='07! 0/(2*3%>! 43+;'5*5! &-)&! ()0<!
1+05*(0)&'+0%!'0!3*1*0&!5*1)5*!)3*!*(46+<*5!,+3!*1+0+('1!5*;*6+4(*0&9!N*!43*5'1&!&-)&!
%&)&*%!8-+%*!*1+0+('*%!)3*!73+8'07!,)%&*3!8'66!5*()05!6*%%!,+3!*('0*0&!5+()'09!!
?-*! ,'3%&Q%&)7*! 3*6)&'+0%-'4! '%! %-+80! '0! ?)26*! C9R9! ?-*! 1+33*6)&'+0! 2*&8**0! &)='07!
-'%&+3<! )05! 4+%&Q!"#$! &)='07%! +06<! ,+3! 43';)&*! /%*! '%! %&3+076<! 4+%'&';*! )05! 3+2/%&! &+! &-*!
'016/%'+0! +,! 1+0&3+6%! S3*73*%%'+0! "! )05! TU9! ?-*! VQ%&)&'%&'1%! '05'1)&*! )! %&3+07! '0%&3/(*0&)6!
;)3')26*9! :+! 8*! ()<! '0,*3! &-)&! %&)&*%! -*);'6<! 3*6<'07! +0! *('0*0&! 5+()'0! '0! &-*! 4)%&! 5'5!
*A4)05!'&%!/%*!+,!&)='07!,+3!43';)&*!/%*!),&*3!!"#$9!?-*!IJK!ILMN?O!LP?$!5+*%!0+&!%**(!&+!
46)<! )0! '(4+3&)0&! 3+6*! '0! +/3! ,'3%&Q%&)7*! 3*73*%%'+0>! '0! %4'&*! +,! '&%! 0*7)&';*! 3*6)&'+0!
1+0%'%&*0&!8'&-!+/3!43*5'1&'+09!!

W9 L*%/6&%!
W9C X'0*)3!L*73*%%'+0%!,+3!XPN$YPZ?!
N*! ,'3%&! &)=*! )! 6++=! )&! &-*! %'(46*! MX:! 3*73*%%'+0! 3*%/6&%9! ?-*! ,'3%&! &8+! %4*1','1)&'+0%! '0!
?)26*!C9W!'05'1)&*!%+(*!1+33*6)&'+0%!2*&8**0!4+%&Q!*6+!&)='07!0/(2*3!)05!6)8!*0)1&(*0&>!
8'&-! )! 1+*,,'1'*0&! +,! 9EEW! )&! W[! 6*;*69! \/&! +/3! *%&'()&*%! )3*! '(43+;*5! 2<! /%'07! -'%&+3'1)6!

!
!

"#!

$%&'()!*%$$+,(-!%-!%(!'(-$,./+($0!'(!$+,/-!12!31$4!-')('2'5%(5+!%(6!/%)('$.6+7!8-!6'-5.--+6!
'(! -+5$'1(! 90! 3+5%.-+! -$%$+! :+)'-:%$1,-! 5411-+! $1! ,+-$,'5$! $%&'()! *1;+,! $1! ,+-*1(6! $1! $4+!
'(5,+%-+!12!$%&'()!5%-+-!21,!*,'<%$+!.-+!6.,'()!$4+!$;1=>+%,!*+,'16!%2$+,!!"#$!3%-+6!1(!:15%:!
)1<+,(/+($-?! *%-$! 3+4%<'1,-0! $4+! +22+5$! 12! $%&'()! 4'-$1,>! /.-$! 3+! $%&+(! '($1! %551.($7!
@1:./(!A!,+*1,$-!$4+!,+-.:$!.-'()!1(:>!$%&'()!4'-$1,>!%-!%(!'(-$,./+($0!%(6!$4+!/16+:!'-!B.-$!
'6+($'2'+6997! C(! 51:./(! 9! C! .-+! ,+%:! DEF! ),1;$4! ,%$+! %-! %(! %66'$'1(%:! '(-$,./+($7! G4+!
-$%$'-$'5! 21,! $4+! 1<+,'6+($'2'5%$'1(! $+-$! '-! A7AH0! -1! ;+! 5%((1$! ,+B+5$! $4+! 4>*1$4+-'-! $4%$! %::!
+I5:.6+6!'(-$,./+($-!%,+!+I1)+(1.-!+<+(!%$!$4+!JKL!:+<+:7!@1:./(-!A!%(6!9!'(6'5%$+!$4%$!
21,! +<+,>! 1(+! .('$! '(5,+%-+! '(! *1-$=!"#$! $%&'()! 5%-+0! $4+! :'&+:'4116! $4%$! -$%$+! :+)'-:%$.,+!
+(%5$!(+;!:%;!'(5,+%-+-!3>!%31.$!J!*+,5+($%)+!*1'($7!

M7" F,13'$!N+),+--'1(-!
G%3:+! J7M! %:-1! ,+*1,$-! $4+! ,+-.:$-! 2,1/! -'/*:+! F,13'$! ,+),+--'1(-0! ;4'54! %,+! *,+-+($+6! '(!
51:./(-!M0!%(6!$41-+!2,1/!'(-$,./+($+6!F,13'$!+-$'/%$'1(!-41;(!'(!51:./(!O=H7!G4+!/16+:!
2'$!%**+%,-!2'(+!-41;(!%-!'(!%(6!P%:6!@4'"7!C(!)+(+,%:0!$4+!(1(=:'(+%,!,+),+--'1(-!)+(+,%$+!
+-$'/%$+-!;'$4!:%,)+,!/%)('$.6+-!21,!%::!<%,'%3:+-7!
C(!$4+!-'/*:+!F,13'$!,+),+--'1(-0!8QDKMKH!*,1<'6+-!-1/+!+I*:%(%$1,>!*1;+,7!P'$4!
%::!51($,1:-!'(!$4+!,+),+--'1(0!-*+5'2'5%$'1(!M!-.))+-$!$4%$!1(+!.('$!'(5,+%-+!'(!%<+,%)+!$%&'()!
6.,'()!$4+!$;1=>+%,!*1-$=!"#$!*+,'16!'(5,+%-+-!$4+!*,13%3':'$>!12!.*6%$'()!$4+!:%;!3>!1(:>!
K7#!*+,5+($%)+!*1'($-7!!
R1;+<+,0! $4+! +I*:%(%$1,>! %3':'$>! 12! %<+,%)+! *1-$=!"#$! $%&'()-! '-! '/*,1<+6!
6,%/%$'5%::>! 3>! '(-$,./+($'()! 8QDKMKH! <'%! 8QD#SK"8TT0! %:$41.)4! '(5:.-'1(! 12! DEF!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
99!G4+!*=<%:.+!12!$4+!P11:6,'6)+U-!,13.-$!-51,+!$+-$!12!+(61)+(+'$>!'-!7K#O0!%(6!4+(5+!;+!5%(!,+B+5$!
$4+!4>*1$4+-'-!$4%$!$4+!*1-$=!"#$!$%&'()!(./3+,!'-!+I1)+(1.-!%$!$4+!JKL!:+<+:0!3.$!;+!5%((1$!,+B+5$!
'$!%$!$4+!ML!:+<+:7!8!,+),+--'1(=3%-+6!$+-$!12!+(61)+(+'$>!)'<+-!%!*=<%:.+!12!7KA#0!;4'54!/+%(-!$4%$!
;+!5%(!,+B+5$!$4+!(.::!4>*1$4+-'-!%$!ML!:+<+:!

!
!
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$%&'()!%*(+!,-!,../0/12,3!/2-0456720!,805,339!47.587-!154!:/2./2;-!,<150!0=7!>1-0?!"#$!
,@74,;7! 0,A/2;! :14! >4/@,07! 5-7B! (=7! 47-530-! 0=415;=! ->78/:/8,0/12! C! ,2.! D! -=1E! 0=,0! -0,07-!
E/0=!127!6147!0,A/2;!8,-7!=,@7!,!-/;2/:/8,20!,4152.!F!>748720,;7!>1/20-!=/;=74!8=,287!01!
72,80! 27E! 3,E! 01! 47-04/80! 318,3! ;1@7426720-G! 0,A/2;! <7=,@/14B! H1471@74I! 0=7! >1-/0/@7!
6,4;/2,3! 7::780-! /2! ,33! ->78/:/8,0/12-! 812:/46! 154! 61.73G-! >47./80/12B! J0,07-! E/0=! 3,4;74!
256<74-!1:!0,A/2;-!,47!6147!3/A739!01!>,--!27E!3,E-!47-04/80/2;!0=7/4!8/0/7-G!5-7!1:!76/2720!
.16,/2B!

KB" %7-530-!:14!8120413-!
J167!/2:146,0/12!47;,4./2;!154!,-9667049!>41L/7-!8,2!,3-1!<7!.4,E2!:416!(,<37!MBKB!(=7!
67,-547! 1:! /28167! /27N5,3/09! /-! 27;,0/@739! -/;2/:/8,20! ,841--! ,33! 47;47--/12! 61.73-B! (=/-!
:/2./2;! /-! 812-/-0720! E/0=! 154! >47./80/12! ./-85--7.! /2 section 4B! (=7! 27;,0/@7! 817::/8/720!
-=1E-!0=,0!-0,07-!E/0=!;47,074!/27N5,3/09!,47!37--!3/A739!01!,337@/,07!0=7!</,-!1:!>4/@,07!5-7!
0,A/2;-! ,;,/2-0! 0=7! >114B! (=7! 6,;2/05.7! 1:! 0=/-! 7@/.7287! /-! 3,4;74I! :,33/2;! /2! 0=7! 4,2;7!
<70E772!#B"!,2.!MBO!:14!,29!127!52/0!/2847,-7!/2!/28167!/27N5,3/09!/2.7LB!!
*!27;,0/@7!7::780!/-!:152.!:14!0=7!=167?>4/87!/2.7L!,-!E733B!(=7!7::780!1:!=167!>4/87!
/-! 210,<39! 3,4;7I! <50! 1239! >3,9-! 0=7! 4137! /2! 0=7! 212?3/27,4! 47;47--/12-I! E/0=! 817::/8/720-!
4,2;/2;!:416!?MBFMK!01!?B"COB!
P1>53,0/12! .72-/09! -776-! 01! =,@7! 3/0037! 7::780-! 12! >41>7409! 1E274-G! .78/-/12B! (=7!
27;,0/@7!473,0/12-=/>!812:/46-!154!>47./80/12!0=,0!6147!>1>53,07.!-0,07-!,47!37--!3/A739!01!
72,80! -04/8074! 3,E-FKB! Q107! 0=,0! ,../2;! >1>53,0/12! .72-/09! 8120413! .17-! 210! 8=,2;7! 154!
47-530-!658=!,-!-=1E2!/2!:/4-0!0E1!813562-!1:!(,<37!MBKFCFDB!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FK!R1331E/2;!154!./-85--/12!/2!:1102107!F#I!5-/2;!10=74!67,-547-!:14!-8,37!7::780!,2.!.72-/09!/--57I!
-58=!,-!>1>53,0/12I!010,3!3,2.!,47,I!>4/@,07!3,2.!,47,I!,2.!4,0/1!1:!>4/@,07!3,2.I!;7274,07-!.17-!210!
8=,2;7!154!47-530!476,4A,<39B!(=79!,47!@749!-/6/3,4!/2!0746-!1:!-/;2I!-/;2/:/8,287!,2.!6,;2/05.7!1:!
7-0/6,07-!,841--!0=7-7!,30742,0/@7!->78/:/8,0/12-B!(=7!817::/8/720-!,47!<70E772!B#"F!,2.!B#FMI!

!
!

"#!

$%& '()*+,-.++!/0.12+!3!455.1,!(5!6.7(1891:!;.109-<+7!
=(1*+<->!(-!+,9,.!?.><+?9,<@.!8.+A(-+.+!,(!!"#$!B.1<+<(-!-.>?.1,+!(,0.8!A(,.-,<9?!+(*81.+!(5!
8.+,8<1,<(-+! 58(7! B.7(1891:! 7.109-<+7C! +*10! 9+! 1<,<D.-! <-<,<9,<@.+! 9-B! ?.><+?9,<@.!
8.5.8.-B9&E%! F0.8.5(8.C! G.! *+.! ,G(! 9?,.8-9,<@.! +.,+! (5! 7.9+*8.+! 5(8! ,0.! +,9,.! 8.+A(-+.+! ,(!
.+,<79,.!(*8!7(B.?!9+!9!8()*+,-.++!10.12!(-!,0.!19,.>(8<D9,<(-+C!79<-?:!1(-1.8-<->!5(8!,0.!
.55.1,! (5! B<8.1,! B.7(1891:%! F0.! 5<8+,! <+! B.@.?(A.B! <-! ,0.! $H3I,9,.! '.A(8,! /98B! ):! ,0.!
J-+,<,*,.!5(8!K*+,<1.!,08(*>0!<,+!/9+,?.!/(9?<,<(-!A8(L.1,!MNHHOPC!911(8B<->!,(!G0<10!&#!+,9,.+!
<-!,(,9?!09@.!.-91,.B!+(7.!5(87!(5!?9G%!I(7<-Q+!7.,0(B!MNHHEP!<+!,0.!7(+,!1*88.-,!+(*81.!
,(!B9,.C!<-1?*B<->!9-:!-.G!+,9,.!97.-B7.-,+!95,.8!,0.!/9+,?.!/(9?<,<(-C!)*,!0<+!1?9++<5<19,<(-!
<+! +*10! B<55.8.-,! ,09,! (-?:! "&! +,9,.+! 98.! 1(B.B! 9+! #&RC! 5(8! <-B<19,<(-! (5! .7<-.-,! B(79<-!
8.5(87$H%!!
!

!

=<8+,C! G.! 8.19,.>(8<D.! 8.5(87+! *+<->! /9+,?.! /(9?<,<(-! 1(B<->! 9-B! (-?:! A8.+.-,! ,0.!

.@<B.-1.! 58(7! <-+,8*7.-,.B! S8()<,! .+,<79,<(-+%! F0<+! 9?,.8-9,<@.! +A.1<5<19,<(-! 8.A(8,.B!
,08(*>0!1(?*7-!#!9-B!N!(5!F9)?.!#%T!1(-5<87+!(*8!A8.@<(*+!5<-B<->+%!U-.!9BB<,<(-9?!,92<->!
19+.! 5(8! A8<@9,.! *+.! <-! A(+,3!"#$! G(8?B! <+! 9++(1<9,.B! G<,0! 9-! <-18.9+.! <-! ,0.! ?<2.?<0((B! (5!
A9++<->!-.G!?9G!):!"%O!A.81.-,9>.!A(<-,+%!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

+<>-<5<19-,!9,!#V!?.@.?%!W-B!5.G!(5!,0.+.!1(-,8(?+!98.!<-5(879,<@.%!I(!<+!1(-,8(??<->!5(8!B.>8..!(5!
*8)9-<D9,<(-%!
&T!X.+<B.+!UYI!8.>8.++<(-C!J!9?+(!1(7A98.!,0.!8.+*?,+!G<,0!9-B!G<,0(*,!A(A*?9,<(-!B.-+<,:!<-!JZ3NIYI!
7(B.?C!,0.!1(.55<1<.-,!<+!H%H##!9,!#V!?.@.?C!,0.!+97.!9+!,09,!<-!+A.1<5<19,<(-!"%!
&O!J-!9BB<,<(-C!J!9?+(!8*-!)(,0!?<-.98!9-B!S8()<,!8.>8.++<(-+!*+<->!A.8!19A<,9!9--*9?!,92<->!<-+,.9BC!)*,!
,0.!.+,<79,.+!A8(@<B.!?<,,?.!.[A?9-9,(8:!A(G.8!,08(*>0!9??!+A.1<5<19,<(-+%!I..!WAA.-B<[!#4!5(8!B.,9<?+%!
F0<+!+*>>.+,+!,09,!A8(A.8,:!(G-.8+!7<>0,!198.!7(8.!9)(*,!,0.!?.@.?!<-+,.9B!(5!A.8!19A<,9!9--*9?!
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